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Author Bio

A native of the Metropolitan of
Washington, DC, Mychea is the
author of fiction novels Coveted
(2010), Vengeance (2010), He
Loves Me, He Loves You Not 1
(2012), He Loves Me, He Loves You
Not 2 (2013), He Loves Me, He
Loves You Not 3 (2014), My
Boyfriend's Wife 1 (2014), He
Loves Me, He Loves You Not 4
(2015) He Loves Me, He Loves You
Not 5 (2015), and My Boyfriend's
Wife 2 (2016).
Mychea is also a playwright and
produces stage plays based off of
her novels in Washington, DC.
Coveted (2011), He Loves Me, He
Loves You Not (2013), My
Boyfriend’s Wife (2015).

On June 5, 2016, Mychea debuted
her web series Coveted on YouTube
and Vimeo. Coveted debuted to
rave reviews and to date has been
viewed over 10,000 times and
currently receives about 2,000 new
views a week.
In her spare time Mychea loves to
volunteer at men and women
shelter’s, read romance, suspense
and mystery novels, draw, plan
events and hang out with friends.
Contact mycheawrites@yahoo.com
for public appearances

Mychea

Book Bios
Don't Make Promises You Can't Keep...
Marcel, a man with a good heart and established corporation promises to help
street urchin Kai get on her feet. All appears well until one incident and one broken
promise threatens to set his world on fire. When Marcel's fiancée goes missing and
a declaration of love goes unacknowledged, a chain reaction of events is set into
motion that forces all hell to break loose and everything begins to go left. In her
new heart racing, teeth clenching novel Mychea pushes the reader into the mind
of a woman with a haunted past and an insatiable desire to be loved. Explore the
mind of one obsessed with love, passion and the lack of forgiveness. Always
remember it's better to keep a promise than break it.

It's been years since their parents were murdered. Twin sisters Shia and Leigh
are trying to readjust to life, while caring for their baby sister Remi. With the
exception of Leigh s angry, dramatic mood swings every now and then,
everything seems to be going great. That is until Demetri; the mysterious
stranger enters their midst, and falls right in the path of the newly single Shia.
After dating Trent for so long, she is looking for a man to treat her like a queen,
and Demetri is heaven sent...until inexplicable things begin to happen. When
one of her sisters goes missing, and was last seen with Trent and Demetri,
Shia suddenly realizes no one is who they appear to be. The seemingly normal
world she and her sisters recreated is destroyed. Shia begins to realize that
her parents' past deeds are coming back to haunt them all and no one can be
trusted. It is unclear to Shia which man truly has her best interest - and safety
- at heart. Staring at the wilted flower she calls life, she is slowly pulling back
the layers to try to understand if He loves me, he loves you not...

Revenge truly is the sweetest joy....It s been years since Phylicia was committed
to a mental ward to pay for her crimes. As luck would have it, she is presented
with an unlikely opportunity that she has no choice but to accept. This
opportunity is perfect, as she had been looking for a way to return to the real
world and have her long awaited chance to dance with the devil himself; if that
s what it takes. Natalia, a sexy blast from the past has arrived on the scene to
stir things up and shut them down. If evil had a face it would radiate off of her.
Things seems to be working out in everyone s favor until plans go drastically
wrong and the perfect set-up goes up in flames. It now becomes a game of cat
and mouse between two unlikely evils and one unsuspecting male. Mychea
invites readers into a world filled with deceit, dishonesty and numerous plot
twists and turns ......the puppetmaster has spoken....let the games begin.

Phylicia hits the ground running in this highly anticipated sequel to He Loves Me,
He Loves you Not 2 Puppetmaster. Back to set the record straight and claim what
s hers, Phylicia continues her pursuit of Trent. Not caring who or what gets
destroyed in the process, she lands in the rural city of Greensboro, North Carolina
to fulfill her undying obsession of him. A wrench is thrown into her plans when a
man named Elliott forces her to rethink her plight and dares to show her what
true love can really feel like. Elliott, a man with a past; recently relocated to
Greensboro, North Carolina where he is aiming for a fresh start to his abnormal
and chaotic life. Trying to put the pieces back together after a heart wrenching
tragedy took his family away from him, he has sworn off dating until he can get
past old demons that continue to plague his mind, body, spirit and life. That is
until he meets one woman that he cannot deny his attraction for and shows him
what happens when an unstoppable force meets an unmovable object. Once again
Mychea takes readers imaginations on an emotional ride so turbulent that your
heart won t be able to stop racing. Rejoin the lives of the characters you love to
root for and discover if love can ever triumph... or if revenge scores to settle die
hard

Being A Sociopath Ain't Easy...When Someone Chooses To Love You
Anyway
Suffering from severe mother issues, Avionne is spiraling out of control.
Grasping reality is becoming more difficult. With each day that passes she feels
as if the minuscule amount of sanity she has is rapidly slipping through her
fingers. Enter Harris Smith. A new detective assigned to find an escaped and
missing Phylicia. New on the case, Harris tracks down Phylicia's only surviving
daughter Avionne and is intrigued by the attractive, intelligent allure of the
woman that he encounters. However, Harris can feel that underneath Avionne's
cool facade there is more to her than meets the eye. Avionne feels as if Harris
is a breath of fresh air. A welcome distraction, but a predatory evil; whether
he knows it or not. The girl she used to be used to dream of a man like Harris
rescuing her from her misbegotten life, but the woman she had become had
no place for a good Samaritan such as Harris. Avionne knew once the chips fell
into place either she or Harris would be worm food meeting their maker...and
she wasn't quite ready to dance with the devil.

Revenge truly is the sweetest joy....It s been years since Phylicia was
committed to a mental ward to pay for her crimes. As luck would have it, she
is presented with an unlikely opportunity that she has no choice but to accept.
This opportunity is perfect, as she had been looking for a way to return to the
real world and have her long awaited chance to dance with the devil himself;
if that s what it takes. Natalia, a sexy blast from the past has arrived on the
scene to stir things up and shut them down. If evil had a face it would radiate
off of her. Things seems to be working out in everyone s favor until plans go
drastically wrong and the perfect set-up goes up in flames. It now becomes a
game of cat and mouse between two unlikely evils and one unsuspecting male.
Mychea invites readers into a world filled with deceit, dishonesty and
numerous plot twists and turns ......the puppetmaster has spoken....let the
games begin.

Trust no man. Every action has a reaction and sometimes that reaction is... Death
Lust, Lies and Betrayal Scarred by the one you love... Ananda is on her way to
the top. A frail heart and mistrust of men once took her soul to the bottom. Her
sassy personality is how she forges her way through in life and remains in control.
Until she meets the man, most women's dreams are made of. Ananda can't believe
she'll finally get a happily ever after.... Until a tawdry secret reveal splits her world
in two and forces Ananda to realize that dreams are for children and she is a grown
woman now. Ananda struggles to contain her raging emotions but lack of
judgment, a feisty attitude and her ride or die friend Tracey that is always down
with the get down; keeps everyone on their toes and Ananda is on the warpath to
let everyone know that there will be hell to pay for anyone who steps in her path.

matters of the heart can be deadly....

Tears have never healed a wound...neither has a glock...but it will sure make you
feel better...Chase Campbell, a respected fiction writer is done with dating. The
thought of jumping back into the dating world made her nauseous. She has
decided to focus solely on her career and push herself to new limits in business.
Theodore Scott, an established journalist is what dreams are made of. Tall, dark
and handsome the type of man every woman wants but isn't blessed to have. The
man who has set his sights on Chase. A chance encounter and Chase cannot resist.
The dating God's were finally smiling down at her. She had found her one,
everything in her body told her so. They laughed and talked for hours under
moonlit stars. Made passionate love by candlelight. Everything was perfect, until
the day it wasn't. One moment in time, one missed call, one cancelled date, one
awful secret, one body in the morgue. Chase comes to realize the dating God's
aren't smiling down on her after all, they are laughing at her expense.
Unfortunately, the joke was on them, because that was the last time any laughter
was paid at Chase's expense.

Sex, Secrets, Scandals and Lies.... Coveted has them all. Naima Ari Fairchild
has a life that dreams are made of - a handsome, NFL husband of eight years
(Kaden), two beautiful children and a glamorous lifestyle, with a big house, fancy
clothes, and lots of money - or so everyone thinks. No one can begin to
understand what it's like for Naima, living with a husband that can't embrace
reality. Will she be forced to find a new love in Damir? Naima's best friend
Haven, doesn't know the meaning of the word loyalty and truly tests their
friendship. Emeri is a mysterious stranger who threatens to shake up Naima's
life in more ways than one. How much can one woman take? Follow the stories
of five characters, whose lives are intertwined by lurking secrets that should
have been buried a long time ago. Read as the lines between lovers and friends,
and right and wrong become crossed. This book might have you thinking twice
before trusting someone that you call your "friend". Come explore what it is like
to be...Coveted
More secrets, more scandals, more lies......Vengeance picks up where Coveted
left off. It’s been five years since the party incident that rocked and flipped
everyone’s world upside down and now Emeri is back with a story to tell.
After being forced to seek counseling, are the secrets that tarnish Emeri’s past
the reasoning behind her tormented ways? Is there a cure for her and a way to
fix the Vaughn family that she fought so hard to destroy? Vengeance
reintroduces you to the original characters that you live to love and love to hate.
Kaden has had an overwhelming five years. He’s had to take on the responsibility
of a being a full-time parent and the memories of his beloved Naima and who
she used to be. Haven is trying to fix the past that she constantly trips over and
has her falling every-day. Damir is having a hard time coping with what was and
what is now, will he allow past memories and new developments to push him to
the edge? Only time will tell.

DVD
Theatrical stage production based off the novel My Boyfriend’s Wife
Trust no man. Every action has a reaction and sometimes that reaction
is... Death Lust, Lies and Betrayal Scarred by the one you love... Ananda
is on her way to the top. A frail heart and mistrust of men once took her
soul to the bottom. Her sassy personality is how she forges her way
through in life and remains in control. Until she meets the man, most
women's dreams are made of. Ananda can't believe she'll finally get a
happily ever after.... Until a tawdry secret reveal splits her world in two
and forces Ananda to realize that dreams are for children and she is a
grown woman now. Ananda struggles to contain her raging emotions but
lack of judgment, a feisty attitude and her ride or die friend Tracey that is
always down with the get down; keeps everyone on their toes and Ananda
is on the warpath to let everyone know that there will be hell to pay for
anyone who steps in her path. matters of the heart can be deadly....
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Email: mycheawrites@yahoo.com
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